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Phishing is dead. 
Long live phishing!
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Phishing   
A story in pictures
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Who am I?

duck@sophos.com

@duckblog

nakedsecurity.sophos.com



An electronic message of 
some sort that tricks you 
into giving away personal 
information that you wish 

you'd kept to yourself

“

”

Phishing



An email or IM  
that tricks you into saying something  

you wish you hadn't
“

”

Phishing



Subject: Account Review Team 

From: "PayPal" <member445@someserver.example.com> 

Please take a minute to read this urgent notification sent by our 
Account Review Team. 

Our security system has blocked unusual charges to a credit card 
linked to your account. 

An intrusion into your account has been detected which shows that 
someone tried to access your PayPal account without your permission. 
we have limited access to your account due to this problem. 

Thanks for your high attention. Please do understand that this is a 
security measure taken with intention to protect you and account. 





I back myself to spot 
phishing emails, assuming 
they get through the spam 

filter in the first place

“
”











I back myself to spot 
phishing emails, assuming 
they get through the spam 

filter in the first place

“
”









I back myself to spot 
phishing emails, assuming 

they aren't the sort of 
thing I'd usually expect

“
”



Account notification: http:/
yourbank.example.com

1 new Secure Email  
http:/your bankexamplecom

Your online statement is ready htp 
yourbankexamplecom





I back myself to spot 
phishing emails, but 

SMSes aren't emails and 
they arrive on my phone

“
”









Spearphishing

Subject: Outstanding payment amount 

Regarding the amount due 456.78 GBP, we act on behalf of Zxxxxxx Yyyy 
in order to collect the outstanding value of your debt. 

Original invoice will be send out to: 

Aaaaaaaa Bbbbbbbbbbbb 
72 Acacia Avenue 
Abingdon  
Oxfordshire  
OX14 XXX 



Spearphishing



Survey scams



Money laundering



Business email compromise / Whaling



What to know?

Phishes don't just ask for passwords 1 

Phishes don't only arrive by email 2 

Phishes may come from people you know3 

Phishes often look harmless4 



What to do?

Sophos Phish Threat
Phishing attack simulation and training for your end users




